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Richard Weisskoff Edward Wolff
Iowa State University New York University
In motion, being each and both carried westward, forward
and rereward respectively, by the proper perpetual motion
of the earth, through everchanging tracks of never-
changing space.
- James Joyce, Ulysses
The study of export-led industrialization in an enclave
economy comes at the juncture of two chains of long-standing con
troversies concerning developing areas. The first controversy
grows out of observed difficulties of poor countries to industrial
ize from a current comparative advantage in primary commodities,
despite buoyant earnings of foreign exchange. The second
controversy turns inward, and looking away from trade policy, seeks
the key to industrial development in greater interaction between
domestically-oriented sectors, not in greater export earnings.
This paper is an analysis' of the structural changes which have
occurred during the industrialization of one country, Puerto Rico.
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Oiir objective is to study the appar'Mil: ;;iiccesa which that jjrowinj',
economy has found in the simultaneous f-rc.'ition of hoLli ^ i
between local sectors and leakages Irpm l.hoye sectors to tU« world
economy. In the creation of new industries and the displacement oE
* others.
^ We begin in Section I by reviewing briefly the broad develop
mental issues which revolve aroxind the two chains of controversies.
#
In Section II, we examine the case history of Puerto Rico in the
context of its steady and successful growth and its experience as
a representative of a class of trade-dependent, densely-populated
economies, similar to many small economies which are becoming inte
grated into the larger industrial metropolises. In order to
evaluate Puerto Rico's growth in the context of the broader develop
mental issues, we propose in the third section a general sectoral
typology based on a Leontief input-output framework. We proceed
then to apply this typology to comparisons of the preindustrial 1948
economy with the diversified industrial 1963 economy. In the con
cluding section, we summarize the findings and offer some specula-
I
tions as to their implications.
I. The Context of Linkage and Leakage Literature:
A Review
A
^ Early-on in the reconstruction of the modern literature of
economic development, the observation was made that profitable and
successful export earnings did not necessarily lead to sustained
and integrated development.^ The modem form of the argument
appears most prominently in the controversy surrounding the
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inability of developing countries to realize gains from their
trade> and seizes upon the self-contained, enclave-like nature of
the highly productive sector and Che minuteness of its associated
domestic multiplier. Modern, plantations and mechanized extractive
industries are seen, not as leading sectors, but as nothing raore
y ^ than "domestic investment on the part of industrialized countries."
One group of economic historians, loosely-labelled "staple
theorists," have attributed the problematic openness of the enclave
t
economy to technological difficulties and the absence of inter-
sectoral connections associated with export conimodities» Thus the
production function of an activity, say, copper, cocoa, or cotton,
can be used as a checklist of potential linkages, despite the
admonishment that it is historical development, not the technology
which has determined their existence,^ Other writers have
emphasized not the technology of the staple, but the importance of
metropolitan colonial policies in stifling linkage development,"^
Faced with the prolonged failure of export eaminf^s, a
, number of countries, especially in Latin America, have
successfully encouraged domestic import-substituting industries or
*
have promoted the export of manufactured goods in an attempt to
end irrevocably the cycle associated with the sequence of low-
staple exports of the earlier era. It was in this context
chat Hirschman formalized the observation that the potential
linkages in a developing country could be measured by the degree
of intersectoral transactions in the industrialized countries and
that conclusions from empirical research, such as the analysis of
Chenery and Watanabe, could be applied positively to assign
priorities to alternative development programs.^
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The quantitative study of linkages popularized in this manner
faces several difficulties, and the nimplicity gained in the
straight-forward summary measurttmenL of .sectors, not to niantion
the use of single-country indices, iimjiL be weighed .'iKainst several
disadvantages. First, an intensively-linked sector in an
industrialized country, contrary to all expectations, may prove
singularly shorn of linkages on transplantation to a developing
region regardless of its technological pedigree. Thus the four
categories proposed by Chenery and Watanabe (primary, intermediate,
final, and industrial) for ranking activities on the basis of their
historically-revealed linkages may prove Illusory if the antici
pated linkages are neutralized by the overall openness of the
economy or by the impenetrability of the political setting.
Indeed, many a promoted manufacturing sector finds itself the
modern version of the classic plantation enclave of earlier genera
tions. Rather than enlarging the internal roundaboutness of
production, efforts to "capture" linkages within a developing
country may result in a mere diffusion of different branches of
the multi-national corporation among many different countries
throughout the international economy.^
Second, the complete identification of enclave linkages
extends to dimensions of economic activity which fall outside the
accounting framework of input-output flows. Changes in capital
stock exert important long-run repercussions on the rest of the
economy; financial needs may be met locally or internationally,
setting up claims on future incomes.
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Third, the charting of simple interindustry flows also fails
to account for the degree to which the components of value added—
returns to capital, labor and. the state—interact with the rest of
the economy. Profits originating in an enclave may be remitted
abroad and disappear without a trace, or they may remain to
finance the growth of the enclave and be invested to adapt and
alter the imported technology. Taxes on profits and wages—the
governments' share—may be used to buy out the foreigner (a mere
transfer on the first round), to build infrastructure, or.to pro
vide services (such as parks, hospitals, and schools) complementary
to the standard of living of the governing classes.®
Fourth,, the disposition of labor income generated by the enclave
can exert significant domestic repercussions only if the consumption
needs of the working class are satisfied by locally-made, labor-
intensive goods. However, if enclave labor is either highly paid
and consumes luxury imports or is poorly paid and survives on
cheap Imports, then the potentially powerful domestic household
multiplier may be negligible.^
Afifth major shortcoming of defining enclaves solely on the
basis of material flows is to be found in the omission of the
dynamic linkages which occur during industrialization. An inter
industry study used to evaluate linkages at one point in time
presents only one cross-sectoral slice of an econonQ,, a casual
intertemporal snapshot. The enclave in one period may be trans
formed by the second period into an industrial complex. Other
changes In the degree of isolation of asector may occur beyond
the examined time period.
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The study of the time-developmeat: of an enclave is the track
ing of a Keccaralchromatogram. However, the process by which an
enclave becomes embedded, accepted, and adapted by an economy goes
unrecorded in the annals of flow accounting. Beginning first as
an appendage, the enclave may become an integral part of an
economy. Through its impact on materials and factor markets, the
enclave may come to dominate, if not control, a portion of
economic activity far greater than any examination of input-output
relations would suggest. The empirical study of enclaves which
consists only in the partial statistical profile of their flows
measures only some of the changes in these scion-activities,
denoting silhouette-like benchmarks of the process by which an
enclave, once grafted onto an ongoing economy, comes to influence
other stages of production.
To summarize, the empirical and operational concept of
linkages, which has recently come to the forefront of development
planning, is diametrically opposed to the notion of leakages. The
latter undermines and works against the former. Linkages once
thought to be really "capturable" on the basis of historical and
comparative industrial studies may be persistently neutralized by
the leakages of imported inputs or by the immediate export of the
intermediate outputs. Thus, exports, for example, of bulk iron ore,
may be viewed as a leakage in that the potential forward linkages
of steelmaking, processing, and fabrication are forfeited with export.
3:he conversion of such l^i^Rages- into real, linkages may
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occur with development or may be further inhibited by segmentation
of the International market, strategic considerations of the multi
national firm, or Trom the sheer prof Itab i.li ly derived from
specializing in but one phase of nn otherwise liLgh-linkage .sector.
Most important and most frequently neglected, the successful
exploitation of linkages may be constrained by the very political
conditions which initially attracted the enclave.
II. From Agricultural to Industrial Exports:
Puerto Rico, 1948-1963
The rate of growth and changes in the Puerto Rico economy
from 1948 to 1963 condense a normal economic trajectory of half a
century into a 15-year period. The shrinkage of the agricultural
sector has been more extreme, the rise in per capita income more
spectacular, and the outflow of population more extensive in
Puerto Rico than elsewhere in the developing world, all marking
the so-called success of the industrialization program. The 50%
expansion of the industrial share contrasts with the 50% decline
•of the agricultural share in 15 years and also testifies to the
voraciousness of the demand for labor power in the growing enclave
sectors.
In contrast to the more generous mineral and soil endowments
which have permitted other Caribbean economies to sustain their
specialization of primary exports, the absence of natural resources
in Puerto Rico had long been cited as a reason for that island's
comparative backwardness. From the earliest era of Spanish
conquest, Puerto Rico had proved a difficult place to colonize.
While Europe had waged war and exchanged the other sugar islands
as their prizes for three centuriGs, tlie uninviting topography of
Puerto Rico with its dispersed and "relatively inaccessible flat-
lands urged international sugar capital elsewhere. A poor
neighbor to the development of agrarian riches of Haiti, Barbados
and Jamaica in the 17th and 18th centuries and of Cuba in the 19th
century, Puerto Rico was not converted into a sugar island, until
the early twentieth century. Only the change in world prices for
sugar, the availability of new cultivation and refining techniques,
and the incorporation,of the island as a North American territory
after the 1898 War with Spain finally combined to compensate and
complement nature and render Puerto Rico's location, land, and
climate productive for plantation sugar cane,^^
With the general collapse of the Puerto Rican sugar industry
during the Depression and its continued decline in the post-War
period, the newly-created fiscal arrangement by which industrial
enterprises are exempted from U.S. income taxes has made Puerto
Rico an attractive place for a new type of industry. The foreign-
owned, two-sector enclave of sugarcane-growing and refining has
been converted into a foreign-owned series of industrial enclaves.
This conversion has been accomplished with the massive migration
into Puerto Rico of industrial and social capital and the massive
12
outmigration of unneeded rural labor.
To achieve this level of industrialization so quickly, Puerto
Rico has followed a set of policies which, since their inception.,
have attracted the attention, if not notoriety, of development
-.9-
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economists in the industrialized countries. Tax exemptions and
special subsidies have been administered to attract labor-inten
sive industry at the start of "Operation Bootstrap." Financial
intermediaries have assisted in funneling mainland funds Into
Island investment. The Commonwealth government directly provided
services, capital, and training grants to facilitate the entry of
the "promoted" branch plants. In so doing, the state has borne
those costs which would have otherwise been shifted directly to
the firm (as in modernizing the port of San Juan) or to the workers
(as hospital care) or which may have been ignored altogether
(such as education) in other enclave economies which are likewise
hell—bent (if not hell-bound) in attracting new Industrial
concerns.
The Puerto Rican case also illustrates the substitution of a
coordinated group of state agencies for a domestic industrialist
class. The Puerto Bican government acts as an agent to provide
the support system for foreign capital, and the Puerto Rican
bourgeoisie, rather than owning its own means of wealth, acts as
the branch manager, foreman, or franchise licensee for the American
corporation.
The Commonwealth bureaucracy, set into motion as an outgrowth
of New Deal reform, has succeeded in achieving high rates of
apparent growth by inviting in the foreign enterprise and adapting
the Island to its needs.Under the pretext of "employment
creation," income levels for a fraction of the work force have been
raised, while unemployment rates have characteristically remained
at twice the mainland level. Those who shared least in the fruits
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of newly-created jobs migrated and the high net reproduction rate.in
Puerto. Rico continues to spawn labor for the migrant camps in the
eastern United States.
XII. Enclave Typology
A. Hypotheses
Two alternative hjrpotheses regarding the contrapuntal develop
ment "pf linkages and leakages can be examined in the context of
Puerto Rican industrialization. The first'maintains that the ' •
transformation of the agricultural enclave of the late 1940's into
a manufacturing enclave by the early 1960*s has left Puerto Rico
a series of unrelated, noninteracting, export-oriented activities
which have no ties to the island other than a common labor force
and a generous tax exemption. Originally brought to Puerto Rico
only to export their products, these transplanted sectors have
come to serve few local needs. •Growth'has "brought greater
integration of the Puerto Rican economy, not with itself, but
with' the American•economy.
The second holds that the Island-has-entered the initial stages
of industrialization in which the entrepots were converted first
into .import sieves—selling imports'for" domestic use—and then
into natxonal'industries. Awell-integrated industrial complex
has come..to .produce-a diyersifledWdle of intermediate" ^
and final goods for exporfand dome^tid.use alike.- Complex
linkages-between local suppliers t^ve"^ replaced imported-inputs
as webs of interrelatedness have be'en consolidated between
once isolated'industrial" enclaves.
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Since further discussion of the actual changes in the.economy
requires precise definition and measurement of the •transfomed
structures, we propose a comprehensive scheme for enclave typology
to be applied in an evaluation of Puerto Rico's economic develop
ment. Though we have mentioned some of the inadequacies of
input-output measures in Section I, such measures can nonetheless
reveal .important changes when used in the context of comparative
statics.
B, The Accounting Framework
Following the Leontief framework, let
4
where A = A, + A and Y « Y, + Y .
am dm
X is a vector of gross domestic output (GDO), and A is a
26-order interindustry coefficient matrix of which A. and A are
d m
the domestic and import components, respectively. The final d^and
vector Y consists of the domestic and import components* Y, and Y .
d m
Total final demand comprises four components, household consump
tion (C), capital formation and net inventory change (K),
government (G), and exports (E), each divided into a domestic and
import component as indicated by the subscripts, ^ and m.
Total imports by sector of origin, the vector M, is divided
according to use in final demand (Y ) or in intermediate demand
m
(AX):
m
M « Y 4- A X [2]
mm ^ '
From Equation [1], intermediate imports are related-as follows:
X= A [I - A.]"^ Y, = RY,
mm addV = Y, = RY, [3]
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where R= A^[I - A^] the import inverse matrix, and is used in cal
culating the intermediate import requirements of domestic final
demand.
Since gross domestic output is also defined as the sum of
intermediate GDO and value added, then:
\
1-A + V - l' [4]
where 1 is a row vector of ones and V the value added coefficients.
Let:
s =V[I - A^]-^ [5]
S thus gives the total direct plus indirect value added generated
by a dollar of final demand and leads to the following theorem;^^
l'[R + S] - 1- [6]
Using the above notation, we are now ready to specify an
enclave typology to assist in tracing the sectoral transformations
during the growth process, especially changes in the degree and
nature of Import openness, the reliance on domestically-produced
exports, and the apparent autonon^ of local production,
C. Enclave Typology: The Input Side
Beginning first with the purchases of each activity, we
note that the enclave typically has linkages with other domestic
sectors, either with local suppliers or through the use of domestic
labor and.capital. The "entrepot", an enclave in the strictest
sense, is characterized by a high ratio of intermediate imports
to total intermediate inputs and by a low ratio of value added to
total output.
Case a: Entrep6t inputs
-13-
2.[A ]..
™ ^ ^ V < Afor sector j1 ij ^
where y and A are set arbitrarily.
A less restrictive definition characterizes an "indlrectly-
open enclave":
]
Case 3: Indirectly-open inputs
^i\j ^ ^ sector j, where R=A^[I - A^]
Case 3 would ordinarily include case a, since any sector
characterized by low value added and high direct leakage is also
likely to demonstrate a high total import leakage (Equation [6]).
Case $ is more general since a sector which demonstrates low direct
imports may at the same time purchase from other domestic sectors
which are themselves characterized by a high direct leakage,
resulting in a low a measure but a high 0 measure.
The deletion of the constraint X lends to the more
traditional notion of an enclave sector, the "directly-open
enclave"
Case y: Directly-open inputs
r A M for sector j
'i^ij
All other sectors, case.3, purchase a large part of their
Inputs from other domestic sectors.
D» Enclave Typology: The Output Side
Enclave sectors are also distingulsed by their sales orientation,
On the output side, the-fi,rst measure of^ enclave isolation
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from the rest of the domestic economy is the ratio of direct
exports to .total output:
Case oc^: Directly-exporting enclave
E.
> y for sector j
X.
J
Abroader notion of the enclave includes indirect and direct
exports:
Case g I.. Enclaves- indirectly-dependent on- exports
[(I - A,)~^ E].
d' •* i
^ > p for sector j
X.
J
The sugarcane sector, for example, delivers its output to the
sugar milling sector which in turn exports the refined product
18abroad. Case 3' thus includes all those sectors that fall in
case a .
The remaining domestically-oriented sectors, case y','produce
a high share of thier output directly or Indirectly for local
final demand.
E. Jointly-defined Enclaves
The input and output characteristics of a sector jointly
determine the relationship of the enclave with the rest of the
domestic economy. The 12 possibilities defined by the preceding
cases are summarized in Chart
IV. ^Results
A. The Aggregate Level^®
Despite the magnitude of the overall growth in the Puerto
ftican economy, the import share of all intermediate materials
-15-
barely Increased from 31% In 1948 to 32% in 1963 for the; uvarall
cconomy (Table 1 ease ct). WliLle Llii.' in<]ti.'itrializni:ion j>ro<»rnm
cannot therefore be said to have affected the aggraj^jate
level of intermediate leakages, the growing share of
value added in total output from 44% to 52% does reflect the shift
21to income-generating industries. This rise in the share of value
added explains the decline in imports generated per dollar of
final demand (measure S) from 30.1? in 1948 to 24.60 in 1963
/ 22(case 3).
In noting changes in export openness, the share of direct
exports in gross domestic output fell significantly from 25% in
1948 to 18.5% in 1963 (case a"), but the share of GDO generated
directly or indirectly by exports (case $') remained steady at
41%. Thus, despite the decline in direct exports, the latter
measure suggests that the overall export orientation of the
economy has remained unchanged. The creation of extensive
linkages between the sectors has led to complex networks of
internal processing, but the ultimate destination remains the
export market,
23
B. Ilie Sectoral Level
That few and relatively insignificant highly-open entrep6ts
(case a) are observed in either year is due most likely to the
generation of value added in the high leakage activities. Sectors
with a low value added rely heavily on domestic inputs. In 1948,
five sectors which account for 10% of value added are characterized
by highly-open indirect inputs (case 3) compared to three sectors
in 1963, and these account for only 2% of value added in the later
-1.6-
year. A similar decline from cen sectors of 28% value added to
seven with 8% value added is reflected in the direcly-open sectors
, , 24
(case y).
On the output side, nearly a quarter of value added was
produced in 1948 by four sectors each of which exported at least
half of its sales (case ct ); by 1963 the five foremost exporting sectors
25were responsible for only 9% of value added. Comparisons of .
indirectly exporting sectors (case 3"*) reveal a pattern similar.to
that of the directly-open activities. In 1948,. each sector of the
sugarcane—milling—trade triad directly,or indirectly exported over
80% of its sales. • By 1963 each" of .ten^sectors together accounting
for 37% of valtie added indirectly delivered at least half of sales for
26 !
export. The results of both sets of criteria reflect the
diversification of the import and export dependence. A wider range
of manufacturing and service sectors have replaced the few tradi
tional sectors which had dominated the export trade in 1948.
C. Joint Classification
The joint classification of each sector according to input
and output criteria reveals a full array of linkages and leakages
• 9 7and shifts within the enclave typology. Other manufacturing in
1948 (Chart B) was characterized as a transshipping entrepfit
(type aa ) and the textiles-and-clothing sector as a directly-open
industrial enclave (type Ba'). By 1963, textiles along with
chemicals and other manufacturing had all been transformed into
the classic industrial enclave (type ya"), importing their inputs
and exporting a majority of their sales. In 1948, two sectors.
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trade and sugar milling were categorized as classic plantation
enclaves (type 6a') which processed primarily domestic materials
for export. By 1963 only the sugar milling sector remained in
this category.
The reduction in the import leakage in metals accompanied its
reorientation for export (type yt' to 63'). The printing sector
was transformed from classic import sieve to national industry
(type ay" to Sy") ^ domestic suppliers became established (see
Table 2). The chemicals sector was transformed from a repackaging
entrep6t to a classic industrial enclave (type aS' to ya') with an
increase in the share of local value added. Only the paper sector
demonstrates a relative decline in local production in its
conversion from a direct import sieve (type yy"') to a repackaging
28
entrep6t (type a3').
This downward movement of a sector through the enclave typology
illustrates linkage capture and a movement toward the center
indicates export diversification. Both are consistent with the
maturation of the Puerto Rican entrep6t.
A total of seven sectors reveal a reorientation from
differing degrees of input openese (cases ci, $, y) to domestic
sources (case 6). The major part of the output of several sectors
was redirected from domestic markets to indirect export
(from case y' to $r) or from indirect to direct export (cases
to a').
D. The Criss-Cross Enclave
The sectoral equivalent of the adage that the Caribbean
economy "p^^o<5uce3 what its people don*t consume and consumes what
-18-
it doesn't produce" is seen in the "criss-cross enclave," a
sector which exports a significant portion of its sales and re
imports a similar commodity to satisfy local consumption. These
sectors process their imported materials, ship them back to the
U.S., and in the absence of tariff protection, import finished
goods from the U.S. or other international sources for
local consumption.
In Puerto Rico the strictly defined enclaves for either year
(other manufacturing, chemicals, textiles, leather, and paper) by
the cty 3, Y ot"', 3' criteria are also characterized by the criss-
29crossing of exported and imported final products. In 1948, for
example, the textiles-and-clothing sector exported 72% of sectoral
output but met 80% of household consumption by direct imports. By
1963, 91% of its output was sold abroad and 87% of clothing con
sumption was met by imports (see Table 3).
V, Conclusions
On the basis of our findings, several remarks are in order." First,
the overall orientation of the Puerto Rican econon^ to transact busi
ness aborad, as indicated by stability in the proportion of GDO
generated by exports, has not changed significantly during the 15
years of industrial transformation although the share of imports
generated by total final demand has diminished. The promotional
effort to import capital in the form of foreign branch plants has
resulted in the replacement of the series of exports associated
with sugarcane and home needlework with a series of industrial
exports.
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Second, we have found more puppoxt for the second of the two
alternative hypotheses, advanced"in Section III rather than the
first, namely that of the creation of:a*more integrated economy
rather than of a series of •unrelated.'-and noninteracting enclaves.
We have noted that sectors fewer in number and of diminished .
importance rely heavily on imported inputs, but sectors greater'
, • ; 30
xn ninnber and with-increasing weight rely moderately on imports.
This observation corresponds to the diffusion of import openness.
The number of sectors oriented primarily toward direct exports
rose, but their significance in the economy declined. The number
of sectors oriented indirectly toward exports also rose and these
with increasing significance. Thus some sectors and their domestic
suppliers, such as leather and petroleum,'were created totally
during the industrialization. Other sectors, which once exported
all of their product, now sell their output to other local'sectors
for further processing prior to eventual export.
Those sectors which in 1948 had imported a majority of their
inputs, exported their products, and generated little local value
added (the entrepdts) have all since grown into industrial
enclaves, still export-oriented but with an increased share of
domestic value added. Seven of the eight sectors which once,
imported their inputs and sold their products in the local market
with little value added (the sieves) have since been converted into
national industries, still selling their products locally but using
few imports either directly or indirectly. The metals sector,
classified as a direct import sieve in 1948, has become an indirect
exporter (intermediate plantation enclave). Only one national
-20-
industry, the hotel-and-restaurant sector, has been transformed
Into an export-oriented intermediate plantation enclave.
In summary, two general patterns emerge. First, those activities
which originally exported continue to do so, but they are more
integrated into the local economy and are still heavily dependent
on imports at some stage. Second, those Industries which had sold
primarily to the domestic market in 1948 but had relied on
imported inputs have since diversified their input structure and
depend more heavily on local suppliers. Both progressions are
built on a more diversified and integrated domestic base, only that
some sales are directed for export and others for local intermediate
and final demand.
The notable exception to the two patterns takes the form of
the well-integrated sector which is built on a diversified local
base, generates a high share of value added, but produces a
good inappropriate for local use. Regardless of the inter
industry relations cultivated during the development trajectory,
the important linkage to household demand is lost in the so-called
criss-cross enclave, as in the case of textiles, leather
(footwear) and chemicals.
In conclusion, we may speculate that gtowth which occurred
through export-oriented industrialization has hardly
proved an alternative to the kind of dependence noted in classic
plantation or mineral exporting enclave of the early 20th century.
The impact of the international market arrangements, technology,
and prices on each branch of the more completely diversified group
of export manufactures has proved as subtle and pervasive as the
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monocrop domination, and the effects of this "modernized dependency!'
have been as thorough and complete in their outward orientation on
both the input and output side.
In situtations of import openness and more autonomous growth,
we have already noted that the combination of rising Incomes and
high consumer leakages has led in part to the establishment of
31local manufacturing to substitute for imports. However, the
perseverance- of the criss-cross enclave in such basic consumption
sectors as shoes, clothing and light appliances are hints of the
obstacles which block this possible path. Moreover, a cultivated
sophistication" on the part of Puerto Rico's consumers expresses •
itself in the refined preferences for many varieties of final
goods, such as the range of models of appliances readily, available
in the U.S. market. In the absence of considerable tariff, pro
tection or a physical blockade, it would be virtually impossible
for any local manufacturer to compete with this array of commodities.^^
As a consequence, the reshaping of the island's consumption
patterns into the "American way of life" has been praised on the
one hand as "consumer maturity" or attacked on the other as the
transcultural manipulation of linneeded wants; in any case, the
unimpeded flow of imports has stifled the growth of domestically-
oriented industry. In the preindustrial society, differentiated,
needs could be met in part by local craftspeople and artisans; '
the need for variety could be" satisfied locally with greater impact
on the domestic economy than today's order for an auto from
Detroit or a Maytag washer from Newton, Iowa. Only isolation
from the American media, its retailing chains and mail-order
-22-
houses could allow Puerto Rico to evade the intrusion of the hidden
33
persuaders which play havoc with poor or rich country alike.
Under these circuiostances, no real domestic production is
possible for the local market. I'he only requirement for disposing
of imported consumer goods is a sufficient mark,-up to cover
advertising costs and an international trademark. This import
prosperity has given rise to what might be termed a "franchising
mentality" which undermines local eatrepreneurship and its attempt
to mobilize local labor and capital for the domestic market. The
pattern of importer-turned entrepreneur, a historical development
in the import-substituting industrializations of Brazil and
Argentina, is unlikely to make its appearance in Puerto Rico
thanks to the sheer convenience of and access to an unrivalled
Supply of finished goods from the U.S, A reorientation in the
face of these currents would mark a new stage in Puerto Rico's
political and economic growth.
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Colonists during this period were prohibited from leaving
Puerto Rico for their own treasure-seeking under the
penalty of death from the authorities. For the next three
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centuries, Puerto Rico received grants from the Viceroyalty of New
Spain (Mexico) to sustain the colony and compensate the colonists
for their patience and poverty.
12
The release of labor from sugarcane, tobacco, coffee, and
minor fruits also exerted a depressing force on domestic wages
I
which was checked only by the gradual depletion of the labor
I
force through outmigration to the United States.
13
For a recent example, see Ian Little, T. Scitovsky, and
M. Scott, Industry and Trade in Some Developing Countries: A
Comparative Study (London; Oxford University Press, 1970):
p, 331, wherein the authors devise variations on the industry-
promoting theme by means of a subsidies to new industries "on
the basis of the degree of unskilled labor," See also J. E. Meade,
"Mauritius: A Case Study in Malthusian Economics," Economic
Journal LXXI (September 1971): pp. 521-534, for other policies.
14 .
See G, K. Lewis, Puerto Rico: Freedom and Power in the
Caribbean (New York: Harper &Ros, 1963) and Thomas Mathews,
Puerto Rican Polities and the New Deal (Gainsville: University of
Florida Press, 1960).
^^Department of Labor, Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Employment
and Unemployemnt in Puerto Rico, monthly bulletins. On changes, in
income distribution, employment, and crop structure see R.
Meisskoff, "Income Distribution and Economic Growth in Puerto Rico»
Argentina, and Mexico," Review of Income and Wealth XVI (December
1970): pp. 303-332.
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^^Proof: l'[R + S] - I'fV +A]lr - A,] ^
in cl
= [V + I'A ][I - A 1"^
ID d
= [1- - l-A + I'A llT - A,]~^ (from [4])
m a
[1" - I'A + I'A - I'A,] [I - A,]
d d
- A^][I - A^]
= 1"
17.
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The categories are thus "nested" successively from the
a, 3, and y criteria with the possible exceptional circumstances
noted below,
18
Sector aggregation in many instances fuses intermediate with
final Stages of production within the same nominal sector and
obscures the separateness of productive phases, as In the case of
the textiles—and—clothing sector.
19In Chart A, imports and exports are indicated by arrows upwardj
domestic purchases and sales appear as arrows from below. Indirect
sector flows are shown in dotted lines.
20
Basic sources of data for 1948 and 1963 are from the Puerto
Rico Planning Board. Detailed sources and procedures can be
found in R. Welsskoff, "A Multi-Sector Simulation of Employment.
Growth, and Income Distribution in Puerto Rico: A Reevaluatlon
of 'Successful' Development Strategy," (U.S. Department of Labor,
Manpower Administration, Research Report, July 1971) and in R.
Weisskoff and E. Wolff, "Development and Trade Dependence: The
Case of Puerto Rico, 1948-1963." Review of Economics and
Statistics (forthcoming 1976).
21
The tax exemptions which are an integral part of Puerto
Rico s industrial strategy have encouraged the footloose finns to
-29-.
ascribe profits to their Caribbean operation which may actually
be generated in other-stages of production. We would therefore
expect to observe a high share of value added in the promoted
industrial sectors. The inability of the input-output accounts to
correct for these bookkeeping adjustments which have been made
iti response to the tax laws illustrate the drawback of simple
sectoral flows in the identification of enclaves.
Therefore the rise in- value added may reflect the profits
transferred by industrial concerns to Puerto Rico by means of
contrived intrafirm billing devices and other techniques to
tealize the benefits of tax exemptions afforded tiaw branch
plants.
22
In 1948, each product dollar consisted of 30c of imports
and 70c of value added; in 1963, the average product consisted of
25c imports and 75c value added,
23If a majority (p > 50%) of its transactions, originate or are
destined abroad, the sector is designated as highly open in Table 3.
Moderately-open sectors are defined at p' > 20% for inport or export leak
age and are listed in Appendix Table 1. Both high and moderate criteria •
use X < 30%.
24However, at the'20% level of directly-imported inputs (case y)>
twenty sectors qualified in .1363 and accounted for 68% of value added,
compared with the eighteen moderately-open sectors in 1948 which '
had accounted for 58% of value added (see Appendix Table 1, case y)•
Thus, import.openness vbich .in 1948,. .had tj.esn'confined to low
value added.sectors,in ^948, had become.wore diffused.-by 1963;
Moreayer, the'internal-reorientation ..of the economy is not
fully revealed in "the suimnary measures. The direct openness of
-30-
ap,rlculture, n.e.c., (cast* y) fell from 45% Lu 26% and transporc
from 86% to 21%, reflei'tLng changes in produc-.l; mix, model choice,
and technique. The share of direct imports to «ugarcane rose from
157^ to 31% mirroring the shift In imports from petroleum, metals,
and other manufacturing to chemicals, nonmetals, and business
services.
25
Note that the number of moderately-open export sectors
(case a'') had grown from six to thirteen and their corresponding
CDO shares from 37% to 43% (see Appendix Table 1 ). Two of three
sectors designated as highly indirectly open (case S) in 1963,
petroleum and leather, had been almost totally created during the
industrialization period. In 1948, 17 sectors had demonstrated a
moderate level of indirect openness (case B) and accounted for
80% of GDC. By 1963, only 12 sectors met this criterion and
accounted for 43% of total value added. Significant indirect
leakages had been closed in the chemicals, printing and transport
sectors by the establishment of first- and second-round suppliers.
26
Applying the moderately open criterion (20%), the 16 sectors
which accounted for 61% of value added in 1948 (case 0') compare
to 20 sectors in 1963 which generated 78% of value added. This
group includes a number of service sectors heavily involved in
the export trade or tourism, such as transport, communication,
business services, electricity and government services (see
Appendix Table 1).
27aA sector IS classified by the most restrictive criteria
fulfilled.
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28
Whea the moderate or 20% criterion is applied, a similar
movement in sectoral classification can still be noted (see Appendix
Table 1). In 1948, only real estate is classified as a national
industry (type compared to two sectors, mining and real
estate, in 1963. From 19A8 to 1963, twelve sectors ejcperienced
I
a closing of their intport leakages, compared to increased openness
on the part of the paper sector. Four sectors progressed Erora
entrepot (case a") to indirectly open inputs (case P); four from
indirectly open to directly open Inputs (case y) • 0"^ the output
side, six sectors increased in their export dependency while only
one changed to primarily local orientation. Agriculture, n.e.c.,
which had supplied the domestic market in 1948, became an indirect
supplier for the export market (type yy' yP")? paper,, chemicals,
foods and metals all became direct exporters (case to a"). The
hotel and restaurant sector, which grew from an indirect import
sieve (type Py") to a plantation enclave (type 6a'), reflects the
reliance of tourism on local services.
29
The metals sector in 1963 is the only criss-cross enclave
which is characterized as a plantation enclave.
30
"Heavy" refers to the strict criteria of at least a 50%
import share of the appropriate measure, while "moderate"
dependence refers to the 20% level of openness for these measures.
31Indeed the transshipping entrepot cities of the Mercantilist
era grew in part from the monopoly profits of the carrying trade
and from merchant capital linked to the tropical staples. The entrepot
has traditionally served as the mercantile phase of the industrial city.
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"The law that the independent development of merchant's
capital is inversely proportional to the degree of development
of capitalist production is particularly evident in the history
of the carrying trade, as among the Venetians, Genoese, Dutch,
etc. , where the principal gains were not thus uiade by exporting
domestic products, but by promoting the exchange of products of
commercially and otherwise economically undeveloped societies and
by exploiting both producing countries... But this monopoly of the
carrying trade disintegrates, and with it this trade itself,
proportionately to the econoraic development of the peoples, whom it
exploits at both ends of its course, and whose lack of development
was the basis of its existence." Marx, Volume III, pp. 328-329.
Marx also quotes Adam Smith:
"The inhabitants or trading cities, by importing
the improved manufactures and expensive luxuries
of richer countries afforded some food to the
vanity of the great proprietors... The commerce
of a great part of Europe in those times,
accordingly consist chiefly, in the exchange of
their own crude produce for the manufactured
produce of more civilized nations... When this
taste became so general as to occasion a considerable
demand, the merchants, in order to save the
expense of carriage, naturally endeavoured to
establish some manufactures of the same kind in
their own country."
(Emphasis added.) Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations. Book III,
Chapter III, London, 1776, pp. 489-490.
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32
The reverse o£ the.Argentine case in which small plants
assembled low runs of many models, all of which produced at
inefficient scales yet netting profits due to the high rates of
protection. International competition was nat permitted to
interfere with domestic prices. Since Puerto Rico, however, lies
within the American market, the competition of the oligopolies
would make small scale production infeasible under current
marketing arrangements.
33
The U.S. embargo of Cuba since 1961 has caused unquestionable
damage to that island's economy, but it has also shielded the,
Cuban revolution from the persistent bombardment of gimmicky
consumption and the perverse imitative effects of luxury tourism.
Import and
Puerto Ric
Purchases
I. Economy-wide 1948 1963
Case rvz Entrepot inputs
[Z AJr. A]
± ^ i
30.8 32,0
fvl 44.0 52.4
Case 3: Indirect input
openness
Z(A [1 - A ]•'•)
m cl
30.1 24.6
(Generated imports)
Case v: Direct openness
• [I A A]
t ^ t
30.8 32.0
Case fi: Non-importina
shares
' 1 - [S A /Z A]
ra
69.2 68.0
II, Sectoral Findings^
Case ry:
Chera 80.2,25 7 —
OtrMfg 4 —
Print 69.8,27 0 —
Paper — 56.6,28
VA share^ 1.8 .3
Case fi:
Chera 66.2
OtrMfg 62.0
Print 59.6 _ _
Textil 53.2 _ _
Tranpt 50.5 _ ™
Petrol 53.6
Paper 52.5
Leathr
-- 50.8
VA share 10.4 2,0
Case v;
• Tranpt 85.6
Textil 83.8 72.9
Metals 82.8 . _
Elctry 82.7 . _
Chetn 80.2 54.6
'OtrMfg 77.4 67.6
Print 69.8
^Paper 66.5 56.6
Furntr 64.9
BusSrv" 50.2
Leathr 80,7
Petrol — 57.7
VA share 27.8 8.2
Case
VA share^ 72.2 91.8
Deliveries
Case Direct Export
[5:./x^] 25.x
Case B Indirect Export
Openness
(GDO generated by exports)
Case v^: Domestic Orientation
[1-0]
(GDO generated by non-exports)
1948
40.6
1963
18.5
41.2
Case fY
SuMill 76.2 67.9
Trade 74.2
Textil 72,4 91.2
OtrMfg" 50.1 80.9
Leathr ---- 97.8
Chem — 55.2
VA share^ 22.8 8.6
Case a
SuCane 89,9 78.5
SuMill 89.7 78.5
Trade 83.2 69.7
1Textil 72,4 93.8
Chetn 60.3 71.0
OtrMfg 53.7 85.1
Leathr -- 101.5
Paper 65.7
Metals 57.7
Hotels — 55.3
VA share^ 30.6 36.6
Case y
VA share^ 67.4 63.4
Notes: a. indicates highly-open criteria:
p, > 50%, X < 30%
b. VA share of those sectors which
meet the criteria indicated in
Note A for each year respectively.
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Table 3
Criss-Cross Enclaves, 1948-1963
A. Criteria for 1948:
Other
Mfg
Textil
& Cloth
Chem Leather Metal
Indust
Paper
Prod
1. Entrepot inputs (casey):
It a /x: a] > 50%
m
77.4 83.8 80.2 — 82.8 66.5
9
b
(excludes V.A. criterion)
.2: Indirectly-open inputs (case 3): 62.0 53.2 66.2 -- (42.8)
- A^]"^) > 50%
3% Direct exports (case ci^)i
[Ej/X^] > 507o
50.1 72.4 -- — — • (26.5)
4. Indirect exports (case 0 '):
•([I -
53.7 60,3 — (33.4) (41.9)
5. Criss-cross consumption:
[C /C] > 507o
m
82.7 79.9 90.0 — —
B. Criteria for 1963:
6. Entrepot inputs:
(excludes V.A, criterion)
67.6 72.9 54.6 80.7 — 56.6
7, Indirectly-open inputs: (48.2) (43.5) (34.7) 50,8 (34.6) 52,5
8. Direct exports: 80.9 91.2 55.2 97.8 (47.1) (26.5)
9. Indirect exports; 85.1 93,8 71.0 101.5 57.7 65.7
10^ Criss-cross consumption: '87.6 86.8 80.0 100.0 88.1 76,7
Note: (figures in parenthesis) indicate conformity with raoderately-open criteria (u, > 207)
only, ^
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Appendix Table 1
Import Openness—Moderate Criteria**
INPUTS;
Case cy: Entrepot inputs; low V.A.
1948 1963
Economy 30.8, 44.0 32.0, 52.4
Sectors:
Cnstrt 29.4, 36.6 Foods 22.5, 29.7
Foods 22.6, 25.6
^5 Sectors'-^ 2 Sectors*
'gDO Cumulated 29.4 GDO Cumulated 13.5
Case B; Indirectly-open inputs
1948 1963
Ejsonomy 30.1 24.6
Sectors:
Cnstrt 45.1 . OtrMfg 48.2
Furntr 43.1 Textil 43.5
Metals 42.8 Furntr 35.8
NonMet 37.5 Chem 34.7
Foods 32.4 . Metals 34.6
Elctry 28.9 BusSrv 29.2
Hotels 26.2 Cnstrt 27.4
BusSrv 25.9 Foods 24.4
Govnmt 23.5 Print 22.0
SuCane 21.8
SuMill 20.5
17 Sectors* 12 Sectors*
GDO 80.1 GDO 43.4
Case y: Directly-open inputs; high V.A,
1948 1963
Economy 30.8 32.0
Sectors:
NonMet 48.8 Furntr 47.4
Agcult 43.3 Metals 36.3
- Water 42.4 BusSrv 41.0
Comcat 39.8 Print 39.5
Cnstrt 36.6 Cnstrt 38.6
' PerSrv 26.6 Water 33.6
Foods 25.6 Elctry 32.4
Trade 24.0 SuCane 31.3
PerSry 26.8
Agcult 26.3
Foods 22.5
Tranpt 20.9
Govnmt 20.4
Comcat 20.3
18 Sectors* 20 Sectors*
GDO 68.5 GDO 48.3
Case Non- importing sectors
1948 1963
Economy 69.2 68.0
Remaining
8 Sectors 7 Sectors*
GDO 31.5 GDO 51.7
Case SL
OUTPUTS:
Direct exporters
Economy
Sectors:
Traupt
Govnmt
1948
25.1
40.3
23.4
Trade
Metals
Hotels
Foods.
Paper
Petrol
Tranpt
Govnmt
1963
18.3
47.8
47.1
38.8
29.3
26.5
26.3
21.5
20.1
6 Sectors*
GDO 36.9
13 Sectors*
GDO 42.9
GDOCase 8 Indirect exporters (high
generated by exports)
1948 1963
Economy 40.6 41.2
Sectors:
Tranpt 49.6 Petrol 44.6
Paper 41.9 BusSrv 41.7
Comcat 41.1 Tranpt 40.0
Metals 33.4 • Comcat 36.0
Govnmt 32.6 .Foods 35.1
BusSrv 32.1 Print 32.0
.Print 28.1 • Agcult 24.0
NonMet 26.5 Elctry 23.2
Eictry 25':9 Govnmt 22.0
Water 32.2 NonMet 21.0
16 Sectors* 20 Sectors*
GDO 54.8 GDO 52.3
Case y J)omestlcally''oriented sales
• 1948 .. 1963
Economy: 59.4
Sectors: all not listed above
•(
10 Sectors*
GDO 45.2
58.8
7 Sectors*
GDO 51.7
Notes: *Sector count and GDQ for all sectors
which fulfill moderately open as well
as highly open criteria listed in
Table 3.
**Moderately-open criteria:
\L > 20%, \ < 30%.
OUTPUTS (sales):
lilPUTr:
(purchases):
ni, EHT?£?OT INPUTS:
HigVi Direct Imports and
Low Value added.
CCVfA) high
(V) . low
9. IKQIPiCr-Y-OPEH INPUTS;
High Irioorts Generated
per Dollar of Final Demand.
^(^zi - high
L-.,_ .
i
1
-• L.
DIRECTLY-OPEN INPUTS:
High Direct Imports aod
Significant Value added,
a: Ag/CA) high
S. NdN-I)??CmNG SECTORS;
Hlg< domestic iaputa.
CCA^/ZA) low
Enclave Typology
a
EXPORTS DIRECTLY
(I^PORTS/GDO)
(Ej/Xj) high
OlOC
Trans-shipping entrepot
X9>»8 1963
OthMfg none
f
ecv'
Indirectly-Open industrial
enclaves
OthMfg
textil
c-;..
4 I
leathr
ya
Classic industrial
enclaves
textil
OthMfg
leathr othMfg
textil ch^
6a'
Classic plantation enclave
suHiU
trade
suKill
0'
JJIDIRECTLY DEPENDEHT
ON EXPORTS
(GDO r.£.N. BY EXPORTS/GDO)
|f[i - Adr^n)j/x. hiph
Intermediate re-packaging
entrepot
ISt^S
OthMfg
chem-
1963
paper
— T I
I I
I I
L...
'
Multi-stage industrial
enclaves
chen
OthMfg
Itextil
U«L-
L J
vP'
paper
leathr
•1^
I
I 1 I
I i I
_ I
I
Intermediate Industrial
enclaves
textil
chem •
OthMfg
leathr paper
textil chem
OthMfg
1
"1 t
1 1 1
h--« t"'
i
U-. . J
SB'
Intermediate plantation
enclave
suCane
suMill
trade
BuCane metals
suMill hotels
trade ^
I
'r i
L I
-38-
DOMESTICALLY - ORIENTEO
(ni)O CEH. BY HOK-EXPORT r.U./GDO)
j{r - Ad]~^rYj- E3)j/Xj] high
ofy
Classic import sieve
1948 1963
priot nose
Py'
Indirect import sieve
print
tranpt
none
yy
Direct import sieve
with some domestic input
tranpt paper
metals fumtr
elctry busSrv
print
petrol
6v'
National industry
13 sectors 16 sectors
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Charfc B
Movements in Sectoral Typology, 1948-1963
sales: cx P'
purchases:
a
Trans-shipping
Entrepot
acK
Indirectiy-open i
Industrial Enclave '
Textil)-'
Ba'
Leathr**
\y
Classic Industrial
Enclave
Ya'
Textil^I
Chem^ J
OthMfg^
Classic Plantation
Enclave
SuMill*
6a
Trade-^i
I
I
I
I
Re-packaging
Entrepot
- -Chem
aS'
Paperfi
Multi-stage
Industrial Enclave
30 '
Interniediate
Industrial Enclave
yB'
A
S-'
SiA/
Classic Import
Sieve
QV
Print^
Govnmt- '^
Indirect Import
Sieve
3y'
Petrol**
Direct Import
Sieve
Paper
-^Metals
CFurntr
- (Elctry
(BusSrv
YY
Tranpt^-
Intermediate
Plantation Enclave
National Industry
SuCane*
-JXrade
60'
Metals^
Hotels ^ It -
Agric*
Foods*
ReEst*
—^Hotels
>Fumtr
>Elctry
> BusSrv
NonMet*
Water*
Conunyn*
PerSrv*
Const*
Print
Govnmt^-
Tranpt ^
Mining**
6y'
Notes: * indicates "no change" in sectoral typology from 1948 to 1963.
** indicates a newly-created sector by 1963.
Sectors appearing above Greek symbols with each cells refer to 1948 location,
sectors appearing below Greek symbols indicate 1963 position.
V
V
I
I
I
I
i
i
V
\
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
